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Abstract

This research investigates the variety of social001
behaviours that we engage in on a daily ba-002
sis. There are several unknown factors in each003
scenario, reflecting the many sources of uncer-004
tainty inherent in social judgement. We illus-005
trate how uncertainty emerges in social situa-006
tions (the thoughts and intentions of others are007
generally hidden, making predicting a person’s008
behaviour difficult) and why people are driven009
to reduce the aversive feelings created by un-010
certainty.We propose a model in which social011
uncertainty is mitigated first through automatic012
modes of inference (such as impression gener-013
ation), before more control-demanding modes014
of inference (such as perspective-taking) are015
used to narrow one’s expectations even further.016
Finally, social uncertainty is reduced further by017
allocating resources to update these predictions018
based on newer inputs. We propose a novel019
quantitative framework to provide an account020
of the mechanisms underlying social cognition021
and action, by integrating studies from multiple022
disciplines.023

1 Introduction024

We frequently find ourselves in circumstances025

where we must evaluate the impact of our decisions026

on others, such as how our choices will influence027

others. Interacting with others is one of the most028

intrinsically risky activities that humans undertake.029

There are numerous unknowns, whether it is decid-030

ing how to express ourselves, who to confide in,031

how trustworthy a person is. Hence, it is essential032

to our productivity, well-being, and, ultimately, our033

survival as social beings to continually estimate034

and minimize these uncertainties.035

Social psychological research has depicted un-036

certainty in social environments as pervasive and037

aversive (FeldmanHall and Shenhav, 2019), which038

means that specific cognitive processes, such as039

identifying which categories another person be-040

longs to, help lessen ambiguity (for example, friend041

or foe). The psychological research domain has 042

advanced our understanding of how people gener- 043

ate predictions regarding the likelihood of future 044

events and their quantitative approach (Sun, 2008) 045

for evaluating uncertainty. We propose a frame- 046

work to understand factors influencing uncertainty 047

in the social environment. We address the follow- 048

ing questions: (i) what factors give rise to social 049

uncertainty? (ii) how do people evaluate and expe- 050

rience uncertainty? and (iii) what cognitive tools 051

do they use to resolve it?. 052

Our framework is grounded on the rich psycho- 053

logical literature demonstrating that uncertainty 054

helps motivate specific social processes; in psy- 055

chology, it has been suggested that uncertainty en- 056

courages people to make quicker decisions, make 057

first impressions, and stereotype categorisation 058

(such as a colleague, friend, etc. or enemy etc.). 059

This idea was formalised in the Continuum of 060

Impression-Formation model (Fiske and Neuberg, 061

1990), which suggested that an initial impression 062

is integrated with subsequent information acquired 063

about the person to either confirm the person’s cat- 064

egory or re-categorise the individual into a new cat- 065

egory (Kruglanski, 1990). The follow-up models 066

(Kruglanski et al., 1991; Dijksterhuis et al., 1996) 067

dwelved deeper into the epistemic motivations, to 068

understand why an individual would make use of 069

these processes. Another research (Kruglanski and 070

Webster, 1996) showed that people wanted closure, 071

to reduce ambiguity in their evaluation, as they 072

wanted to perceive their world in a ’clear-cut’ way. 073

According to the Need for Closure Model (Fes- 074

tinger, 1957), people are highly keen to receive the 075

information and conclude upon it as an ’eternal 076

judgement’, thereby receiving a cognitive closure 077

and eliminating the need to collect more details on 078

the particular situation. Collectively we can pre- 079

sume that psychological research states that there 080

are specific ways in which social uncertainty helps 081

us evolve our behaviour and cognition. In this pa- 082
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per, we describe how computational models simu-083

late cognitive processes involved in social inference084

(such as the theory of mind) (Baker et al., 2009;085

Koster-Hale and Saxe, 2013).086

2 How do we account for social087

uncertainty ?088

Uncertainty influences the precision of prediction089

that can be generated based on the available in-090

formation. As a result, we are capable of being091

uncertain about everything that our brain attempts092

to predict, whether it is the interpretation of stimuli093

(perceptual uncertainty), rewards or punishments094

(outcome uncertainty), actions to be chosen (ac-095

tion uncertainty), or how those actions will be car-096

ried out (motor uncertainty). The different sources097

of uncertainty are interdependent (Friston, 2010),098

such that our stimulus can increase the uncertainty099

about the potential outcomes it predicts and, in turn,100

heighten our uncertainty about the best possible101

action. From this point of view, social environ-102

ments are especially inherently uncertain (Körding103

and Wolpert, 2006). When interacting with oth-104

ers, our uncertainties about our future states and105

actions are magnified by the fact that we are fre-106

quently uncertain about who these individuals are107

(their identities, characters, and motives are largely108

concealed) and how they might choose to act in a109

given moment. The degree of uncertainty for any110

prediction can be evaluated in many ways, in terms111

of variance, entropy and conditional probability.112

Social uncertainty increases with the increase in113

number of plausible predictions (Fehr and Camerer,114

2007) that we can generate about another person,115

including their nature, warmth, competence, trust-116

worthiness and many more. Hence theoretically,117

we can account for social uncertainty from people’s118

perceptions(Kagan, 2009).119

3 How do people react to uncertainty ?120

A significant study on non-social decision-making121

has recorded how individuals, groups, and organ-122

isations respond to the types of uncertainty. This123

paper has explained how uncertainty is calculated124

and how it is used when integrating information125

from different sources, evaluating future actions126

and revising expectations based on feedback. Addi-127

tionally, we have also studied how people navigate128

uncertainty in their environment. Results reveals129

that uncertainty tends to trigger negativism (such as130

anxiety). People perceive uncertainty as aversive,131

and this motivates them to reduce it. 132

Further,we have evidence to prove that uncer- 133

tainty generates (Hirsh et al., 2012; Bach and 134

Dolan, 2012) aversive reaction in both social and 135

non-social events. The key prediction of our model 136

is to differentiate the amount of uncertainty gener- 137

ated in the social and non-social events. Also, the 138

term "Social Stimuli" is considered to be more 139

unpredictable than the non-social. 140

Given the numerous sources of aversive uncer- 141

tainty that social contexts present, it is not surpris- 142

ing that social stimuli motivate human social be- 143

haviour to the degree that they do. This desire 144

to eliminate uncertainty provides a unique view 145

into the kind of cognitive processes that take place 146

in certain social circumstances. According to our 147

concept, people are motivated to think about and 148

act towards others in ways that lessen their own 149

uncertainty and the associated negative affect. 150

Figure 1: Model to resolve social uncertainty

The above model describe the automatic infer- 151

ence, which means prediction based on the past or 152

controlled inferential process where the predictions 153

on the person’s internal thoughts. The learning pro- 154

cess keeps updating based on the feedback. These 155

forms of social inference fall in the continuum of 156

automaticity (FeldmanHall and Shenhav, 2019), 157

when processes like perspective-taking and affect 158

sharing differ in the amount of cognitive control, it 159

depends on the individual and the social environ- 160

ment they are presented in. 161

We propose that social uncertainty motivates 162

three different types of interrelated mechanisms 163

that can help reduce it: relatively automatic inferen- 164

tial processes that rapidly narrow one’s predictions 165

using prior knowledge and contextual cues, more 166

control-demanding processes that further evaluate 167

these predictions through an effortful search over 168

person’s thoughts and feelings, and learning pro- 169

cesses that update one’s predictions based on feed- 170
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back. .

Figure 2: Social Uncertainty through inference and
learning: We imagine an individual who seek help from
another individual asking for a loan. When deciding
how much money to lend, the individual is assigning
each possible prediction (e.g. amount of money, how
the person looks etc.). The corresponding flat distribu-
tion for the predictions (the prior is in blue) represents
maximal uncertainty

171

4 Experimental Design and Procedures172

4.1 Entropy and Uncertainty173

In this section we discuss how entropy and uncer-174

tainty are related and can be used for social cogni-175

tion. Entropy allows us to make precise statements176

and performs computations. Let us assume two177

independent systems with n and m outcomes,178

respectively, then the combined system has nm179

possible outcomes and the expected uncertainty180

would be the sum of the individual uncertainties.181

In mathematical terms, it will be represented as 182

follows: 183

f(nm) = f(n) + f(m) (1) 184

The additivity property validates the independence 185

of the two processes. The property is valid for all 186

positive integers n, m then it is easy to deduce that: 187

188

f(n) = log n (2) 189

Thus the uncertainty per outcome is given by, or 190

can be expressed in the term of probability p: 191

uncertainty per outcome = −p log p (3) 192

Let us consider a process with n possible out- 193

comes, with probabilities p1, p2, . . . , pn, respec- 194

tively. Then we can naturally assign uncertainty as 195

−pi log pi to the i-th outcome. This leads us to the 196

hypothesis 197

total uncertainty = −
n∑

i=1

pi log pi (4) 198

The above equation is the standard expression 199

for the entropy of the probabilistic process and it 200

is denoted as H(p) or H (p1, . . . , pn). Finally, the 201

entropy is defined as follows: 202

H(p) = H (p1, . . . , pn) = −
n∑

i=1

pi log pi (5) 203

Next we define social and non social as uncer- 204

tainty and formulate it using Shannon Entropy. For 205

a probability distribution of a random variable with 206

discrete values defined over x ∈ X , where X is 207

a random variable with n possible outcomes and 208

probability pi for the i th outcome, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The 209

entropy is thus defined as: 210

S(p) = −
n∑

i=1

pi log2 (pi) (6) 211

4.2 Social and Non Social Framework 212

We create a quantitative framework, by which the 213

social information is incorporated in our predic- 214

tions. The most critical part is how these predic- 215

tions will be based on the real time experience of 216

uncertainty by an individual.Here, the uncertainty 217

can be calculated in the form of a psychological en- 218

tropy or in the terms of the probabilities of discrete 219

outcomes occurring. 220

Entropy = −
n∑

i=1

p (xi) log2 p (xi) (7) 221
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We incorporate the social and non social uncer-222

tainty as Shannon’s entropy:223

SE = H(x) = −
∑
j

Pr (xj) · log2 (Pr (xj))224

where Pr is the probability distribution of non-225

social event and x denotes the outcome of the event226

j. Entropy is lowest when a single value of x227

(for example, a particular outcome) is nearly cer-228

tain, and it increases as there are more values of x229

(for example, many possible outcomes) that each230

have increasingly similar likelihoods. Changes in231

the width of a probability distribution occur as a232

person’s beliefs about their surroundings change,233

which tends to cause associated changes in the en-234

tropy of that distribution. The framework high-235

lights the significant distinctions in uncertainty pro-236

vided by social vs non-social environments.237

We assume that at any given time, there is a dis-238

tribution of actions a an individual may take given239

their current state sy. We can describe their un-240

certainty over those possible actions in terms of241

the conditional entropy of this distribution (the en-242

tropy over a set of conditional probabilities): Total243

uncertainty (nonsocial + social)244

f(nonsocial, social) = f(nonsocial)+f(social)
(8)245

H(a | sy) = −
∑
j

Pr (aj | sy)

· log2 (Pr (aj | sy)) · Pr (sy)
(9)246

Lets take an example where an individual plans247

to go to sleep; this kind of action has a much greater248

likelihood than others (low entropy). When person249

plans to write a paper, he needs to plan everything,250

which leads to many more actions (higher entropy).251

Given our actions, we can determine our future252

state, but if there is an uncertainty regarding the253

potential action, it leads to uncertain future states254

and it brings in a negative state. When another255

individual (iz) is present (unknown person), the256

uncertainty multiplies as one ’s own action is de-257

pendent on how the other person reacts in any given258

situation. Uncertainty regarding one’s own actions259

constraints us from evaluating other action in the260

current state, the situation of uncertainty is interde-261

pendent and predicting other persons actions need262

to to be deconstructed into uncertain attributes.263

1. iz = kind of person or an individual 264

2. Pr( trait t)= where possible traits t ∈ { trust- 265

worthy, kind, competent, ... } 266

3. Pr( goal g)= where g ∈ {asserting dominance, 267

networking, making new friends, ...} 268

4. Pr( emotion e)= where e ∈ { happy, angry, 269

disappointed, ...} 270

Thus, our own uncertainty about how to act in 271

a social setting is influenced by how uncertain we 272

are about each of these social attributes: 273

Social Uncertainty = H(a | sy, trait, goal, emotion, ...)
= −

∑
j

∑
t

∑
g

∑
e . . .

(10) 274

Pr
(
a | sy, trait t, goal g, emotion e, . . .

)
· log2

(
Pr

(
aj | sy, trait t, goal g, emotion e, . . .

))
·Pr

(
sy, trait t, goal g, emotion e, . . .

)
(11) 275

The possible values for each variable increases, 276

also the uncertainty about how that person might 277

act (E.g.: are they preparing to compliment or be- 278

ing angry), what is our best course of action in 279

that moment and how another might react to our 280

action. Additionally, the potential outcomes that 281

occur by another person’s involvement (Example: 282

positive or negative outcome can be formulated as: 283

max (| value ( outcome | sy, i) |). 284

5 Conclusion 285

We emphasise the pervasiveness of uncertainty in 286

social world: we are unclear about the intents and 287

behaviours of people we meet, which drives us 288

to be uncertain in social situation. The uncertainty 289

causes negative sentiments, prompting us to want to 290

reduce it, so that we can make our future more pre- 291

dictable. We account the uncertainty in the form of 292

entropy and deconstruct it in the form of social set- 293

ting. We lay the foundation for future experiments 294

which will shed light on the impact of uncertainty 295

on social cognition. 296
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